**Searching For A Cost-Effective Solution To Control Dollar Spot?**

**Problem:**
Dollar Spot

*Sclerotinia homoeocarpa* ("Dollar Spot") commonly attacks low-cut creeping bentgrass. It thrives in damp clippings or moist, cool soil.

**Symptoms:**
- Fast-spreading Dollar Spot begins as small discolorations. Grass blades bleach, forming dead patches on turfgrass surfaces. Spreading infection causes ugly, tan-colored spots 2-3" wide (silver dollar size).
- Many small, round dead patches
- Hourglass-shaped lesions
- Cobwebby white mold
- Damaged putting greens

**Solution:**
**Kestrel® MEX**

Kestrel MEX is a broad spectrum fungicide ideally suited for control of Dollar Spot and more than 20 other troublesome turf diseases. Based on a unique, value-added formulation of the proven ingredient propiconazole, Kestrel MEX is one of Phoenix's new NexGen products, a line of enhanced, post-patent pesticides that comprises the highest-quality, top-performing formulations. Kestrel MEX can be tank mixed with a variety of other fungicides and insecticides and is also available in a BATPak®, Phoenix's convenient, returnable packaging concept.

Phoenix Environmental Care gives you superior industry support and top performance by offering high-quality, post-patent chemistry in a wide choice of products. For more information, call 888-240-8856, or visit [www.PhoenixEnvCare.com](http://www.PhoenixEnvCare.com).
Assistants

Matt Breeden recently joined Evanston Golf Club

Editor’s note: Top Assistants will feature a question-and-answer session with an assistant superintendent every month. If you’d like to nominate someone for the feature, please send an e-mail to Larry Aylward at laylward@questex.com.

Matt Breeden, assistant golf course superintendent at Evanston Golf Club in Skokie, Ill., knows how to raise the profile of golf course managers. The 25-year-old has initiated Habitat for Humanity projects through his local chapter of the Golf Course Superintendents Association of America, and the response has been overwhelming. He’s been working in the profession for seven years, and he’s looking forward to taking the helm of his own club some time soon.

Golfdom: What’s your favorite part of the job?
Breeden: Waking up and going to one of the most beautiful places on the planet every day.

Golfdom: Who has been the biggest influence on your career and why?
Breeden: Don Ferreri, superintendent of Seven Bridges Golf Club, has had the greatest impact on my career. He taught me to be a leader in the industry, and without him I would not have accomplished some of the things I have. He always told me to get involved with the associations and volunteer my time.

Golfdom: What was the defining moment in your professional life?
Breeden: Moving to the Chicago market from the area I where I grew up. The Chicago area has so much more competition and high-caliber courses. I am so fortunate to be in one of the best markets in the country.

Golfdom: What’s your favorite product or piece of equipment and why?
Breeden: The coupling system for filling a spray rig would have to be my favorite product. Not having to be splashed with water is a great thing.

Golfdom: If you could change something about the industry right now, what would you change?
Breeden: The waiting process for superintendent positions to come available in the Chicago area. There are just a few openings every year, and there are typically at least 50 or more applicants. The competition in Chicago is very intense, and you truly have to stand out to make it in this market.

Golfdom: Describe yourself in one word:
Breeden: Happy.

Golfdom: What is your favorite hobby and why?
Breeden: Watching the Cubs play at Wrigley Field. The atmosphere is not comparable to anything on the planet.

Golfdom: What’s your favorite vacation spot?
Breeden: To be honest, I haven’t vacationed much in the last few years. Getting back to my hometown, Bourbonnais, Ill., is always a good time.

Golfdom: What is your favorite golf course besides your own?
Breeden: Blackwolf Run in Kohler, Wis.

Golfdom: If a movie were made about your life, what actor would play you?
Breeden: That is a tough question. I would have to say someone who is funny and very sarcastic. Matthew Perry would have the same wit and one-liners that I am always good for.

Golfdom: It’s your last day on Earth. What would you do?
Breeden: Spend the day with my mother, just enjoying the time I have with her.
You've got enough things to worry about. But with Drive® 75 DF herbicide in our new flexible packaging, weed control isn't one of them. A single shot of Drive (even at low use rates per 1,000 square feet) quickly controls a broad spectrum of broadleaf and grassy weeds — from crabgrass and foxtail to clover and dandelion. It's time to take out the weeds on your most wanted list: with Drive.

betterturf.com | 800-545-9525
Their research team.
Our research team.

Science. That’s kind of our thing. Our research and development teams are always busy looking for that next great solution, not copying what others have already done. We’re perfectionists, just like you, so we aren’t easily satisfied. Sure, we’ve developed lots of great products, but there’s always a way to make them work better. So you know when you’re buying from Bayer, you’re not just getting trusted results, you’re investing in the future of your industry. That’s not something many of our competitors can say. And as always, when you’re Backed by Bayer you’re getting all of the science and support that comes with it. Just call your sales rep, our customer support line, or log onto BackedbyBayer.com.
NOTHING BEATS A SOFT TOUCH AROUND THE GREENS.

The New Coco Fiber Drag Mat from Standard Golf.

Top dressing requires a certain touch, one you can’t always get with other drags. The Coco Fiber Drag Mat features a 6½-foot width and 60-lb weight to do the job effectively with a gentle design that won’t damage your turf. The 1¼-inch fibers are bonded to a solid vinyl backing, and the 9-foot Jack chain attaches to any vehicle. Perfect on the greens, or wherever a softer touch is needed.

For toll-free express service, call 1-866-SG-EXPRESS (1-866-743-9773)
Drought has stricken most of the West and Southeast, and almost half the country is abnormally dry. Aside from obvious irrigation challenges, superintendents likely will see additional pest occurrences in the absence of normal rainfall.

“It’s a good bet you’ll have pretty severe weed problems in the year after a drought,” says Dave Oatis, United States Golf Association Green Section director of the Northeast region.

But there will be a few new active ingredients coming online to help thwart weed pressures. Basic manufacturers continue to find and market broad-spectrum chemistries that address superintendents’ main concerns, predominantly Poa annua, crabgrass, goosegrass, Dallis grass and other hard-to-control weeds.

“With the launch of some of the new herbicides coming along, we’ve been doing a lot of analysis with end users, and (superintendents want) herbicides that provide a broad spectrum of control for a variety of weeds — pre-emergence or postemergence — especially when it comes to annual grasses, sedges and broadleaf weeds.” says Dave Ravel, golf market manager for Syngenta Professional Products.

Turfgrass managers desire low-use formulations as well, and manufacturers are responding.

Continued on page 98
"We put as much development into products from a toxicological and environmental standpoint as efficacy," says Charles A. Silcox, global turf and ornamental product development manager for DuPont Professional Products. 

"We screen for both very early in the process. It's a corporate requirement at DuPont that new chemicals tread lightly on the environment, so its research pipeline consists primarily of low-use chemicals. DuPont expects to submit one such active ingredient (still under wraps) for review and approval with the Environmental Protection Agency some time this year.

"It's an extremely interesting compound in terms of the spectrum of weeds it controls, including all the major weeds and many of the difficult-to-control weeds and some grasses at extremely low application rates," Silcox says.

Bayer Environmental Science has some low-use chemicals on the horizon as well. Its new products strive to use about 50 grams of product per acre, according to Ben Cicora, Bayer's business manager for herbicides.

Although Bayer's products aren't ready to be named, its chemistry closest to approval (submitted to the EPA and expected to be approved in 2009) is a postemergent material that will have efficacy on broadleaf weeds and perhaps some grasses.

The new chemical — like many of Bayer's pipeline herbicides — are acetolactate synthase (ALS) inhibiting chemistries, says Don Myers, Bayer's product development manager for herbicides and plant growth regulators. Another product in the pipe — expected to launch late in 2009 or early 2010 — is expected to become a flagship herbicide for Bayer, he says.

"It's a very strong pre-emergent herbicide for use on warm-season turf for the most part, which is also similar to the one we will release next year," Myers says. "That one will mostly be for control of Poa, goosegrass, crabgrass and numerous broadleaf leaves."

In the marketplace

Dow AgroSciences unveiled penoxsulam last year; the molecule provides post-emergent control of broadleaf weeds at rates of .02 pounds to .06 pounds of active ingredient per acre. Dow, which markets the herbicide as LockUp, expects to introduce penoxsulam to the market this year. It's labeled for most turfgrasses in fairways and roughs, and it's the first ALS inhibitor formulated in a granule as well as a liquid.

"This active brings powerful, consistent control with residual activity and will be a good option to the old industry standbys found in favorite three-ways," Dow senior marketing specialist Mark Urbanowski said recently.

Syngenta's new herbicide earned final approval from the Environmental Protection Agency last year and became available at the Golf Industry Show. Some academic research has created a groundswell around mesotrione, a new class of chemistry marketed as Tenacity.

Mesotrione is safe on Kentucky bluegrass, tall fescue, perennial ryegrass and centipede grass, and "it should be usable over dormant bermudagrass," says Dave Ross, Syngenta's technical manager for the turf and ornamental group.

Mesotrione controls a series of broadleaf weeds, sedges and a variety of grasses, including bentgrass and crabgrass. The chemical can be used as a pre-emergent herbicide and a post-emergent herbicide, and it can be used during seeding and establishment of turfgrass.

"It has a lot of applications in many different theories of weed control," Ross says. "And it could change the way superintendents use herbicides because you can use the product pre-emergence and postemergence, and you can use it at seeding to control a wide variety of weeds."

Toni Bucci, business manager for BASF Professional Turf & Ornamentals, says Poa annua and crabgrass continue to be problems because pre-emergent products can break down. Plus, Poa and crabgrass plants are efficient and immense seed reservoirs. Some of the other harder-to-control weeds include nimblewill, wild violet and bermudagrass as well.

To attack the crabgrass, BASF is launching a new formulation of its quinclorac product. And its new herbicide for 2008 will eliminate primarily bermudagrass. The company launched Segment at the Golf Industry Show primarily for bermudagrass control.

"In addition to that, we have a few things that are early in the pipeline that we will probably introduce in the next few years for..."
harder-to-control weeds,” Bucci says.

Segment is a systemic mode of action, and the company has a few more in the hopper, including a new active ingredient that could be released as early as later this year that controls “harder-to-control grasses and broad-leaves,” Bucci says.

But there’s no silver bullet for Poa control just yet. Even the industry’s most exciting recent addition — bispyribac-sodium — is not labeled for greens.

Valent markets that chemical as Velocity. It introduced a new formulation of Velocity with a new label that is less concentrated for ease of use and tank mixing. The new label also extends the application interval to seven to 14 days.

Valent also has a new sedge control in the pipeline. Still in development, imazosulfuran is a new active ingredient expected out in 2009. University trials have shown good pre-emergence and postemergence activity with a strong performance on both purple and yellow nut-sedge in cool-season and warm-season turf, according to Valent. It also has good performance on dandelions and other common broadleaf annual and perennial weeds.

Nufarm Americas unveiled two new products at the Golf Industry Show. One is Dynamo, a new pre-emergent herbicide that not only provides pre-emergent coverage, but it also offers early post-emergent control of many broadleaf and grassy weeds, including crabgrass. Quincept, a multi-action and selective post-emergent herbicide, is another new product from the company that combines grassy and broadleaf weed control.

FMC Professional Solutions’ launched Echelon last summer. It was approved for pre-emergence and early postemergence control of a variety of annual grasses, broadleaf weeds and annual sedges on golf course fairways, rough and non-playing surfaces.

Echelon provides pre-emergent control of Poa annua, according to FMC, and the product also provides postemergent control of dandelions, curly dock and buckhorn plantain.

Arysta LifeScience is on the move with new products as well. Hot off its exclusive global licensing and co-development agreement with TyraTech to manufacture and market a number of insecticide products for certain horticultural markets, it’s looking to expand its presence with herbicides, too. Arysta has submitted amicarbazone to the EPA. It’s a photosynthesis inhibitor that can be used as a pre-emergent or postemergent for grass and broadleaf control, as well as Poa control on cool-season grasses.

It also plans to submit a flucarbazone product to the EPA this summer and hopes to introduce it to the market later in the year. Flucarbazone is a postemergent grass and broadleaf control for warm and cool-season grasses.

Pipelines are strong for many companies. Cicora says Bayer will release a new herbicide each year for four years beginning in 2009. And with the potential loss of MSMA, companies are re-examining existing products to help fill the void. Bayer’s Revolver (formamsulfuron) recently changed its label to allow higher usage rates for spot treatments, which can be beneficial in controlling Dallis grass.

Superintendents’ feedback will continue to drive research and development for the next generation of synthetic weed treatments.

“We hear that superintendents are battling some key weeds,” Bucci says. “So we are just going to keep our eye on the ball as our research and development people are looking for new formulations and active ingredients that will rise to the task.”
Do you want to be a "STAR" and be the focus of a Golfdom ad?

If so, please submit a photo of yourself reading an issue of Golfdom in a unique location. The more unique the location, the better. Golfdom plans to run a fun series of ads highlighting where superintendents read Golfdom.

To enter, go to:
www.golfdom.com/read

Additional Bonus!
All respondents will be entered into a drawing to receive one flip video recorder!

To participate in the drawing, please have your entry in by August 15.